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From criminal slang as a short form of tantrabogus, a
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Bogus definition, not genuine; counterfeit; spurious; sham.
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bogus definition: 1. false, not real, or not legal: 2. (of
something) not what it appears or claims to be; false but made
to look real: 3. not real, or existing only in .
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card_index: A simple and sane fake data generator for C#, F#,
and acutiqalinop.tk Based on and ported from the famed
acutiqalinop.tk - bchavez/Bogus.
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IMDb
American fantasy film directed by Norman Jewison,
Alvin Sargent, and starring Whoopi Goldberg, Gérard
and Haley Joel .
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bogus definition: The definition of bogus is fake or untrue.
(adjective) A statement that is not true is an example of
something that would be described as bogus.
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